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Why I am voting for Ted Cruz

(Applicable to Texans only)

NOTE: I do not defend the character of these politicians or the inconsistencies that are present

in each one of them. This is a personal assessment and an opinion piece.

Goal:





Elect a Conservative Republican that can defeat Hillary Clinton (or Bernie Sanders).



Assumed and Resolved:













Donald Trump is not a Conservative

Ted Cruz and Marco Rubio are Conservatives

John Kasich is a Fiscal Conservative and a Social Moderate/Conservative

o Note: In the final debate he showed a lack of understanding of the present

activism of justices on the Supreme Court. This disqualified him from my primary

vote.

Ben Carson is Conservative but not electable and lacks experience (not considered in

this piece)



Contrasting the Fiscally and Socially Conservative Candidates (issues important to me):

Tax Plan









Ted Cruz is the closest to a flat-tax. However his plan comes dangerously close to a VAT

which is a relatively invisible tax to consumers. (Read:

https://www.tedcruz.org/issues/jobs-and-opportunity/ )

Rubio wants to merely adjust the current tax system (rate-wise) and wants to expand

some credits and deductions. (Read: https://marcorubio.com/issues-2/rubio-tax-plan/ )



Illegal Immigration







Ted Cruz wants to secure the border. Almost without exception, Ted has been against

any pathway to citizenship or legalization in his Senate voting record.

Marco Rubio wants to secure the border. Marco was party to the Gang of Eight bill that

would have created a pathway to citizenship and voting for illegal immigrants. While he

claims to have shifted positions (Secure Border; then discuss solutions), it is glaring in his

record.



Abortion







Ted Cruz has been almost unequivocally Pro-Life.

Marco Rubio has been almost unequivocally Pro-Life. He appears, however, to

potentially be in favor of an exception for the life of the mother.

o Note: This exception can only make sense with a nuanced view of when the life

of the mother is actually at stake (pro-lifers are pro-baby and pro-woman). I

cannot unequivocally condemn this exception.

o An example to illustrate: If imminent pregnancy complications are such that if

the mother dies then the baby definitely dies and the baby cannot survive

outside of womb; focus on saving mother and then focus on baby. This is RARE,

RARE, RARE.



Supreme Court Appointments







Ted wants to appoint conservative justices. I simply trust Ted more to appoint

conservative justices due to his legal background.

Marco wants to appoint conservative justices.



General Election Debates





I believe Ted to be best suited to defeat Hillary in a debate.



General Electability (See polling below)









Rubio wins on this front (but both currently beat Hillary)

If Sanders is the nominee, Rubio is in a much better position than Cruz.

The only advantage I see to Cruz in the General is his potential ability to capture current

Trump supporters better than Rubio.



See RCP Polling on Next Page.

Write-up continues after polling data.



Texas Primary Rules (as I understand them):















155 Delegates awarded

47 awarded on the statewide vote basis

o If a candidate wins &gt;50% of the statewide vote, he gains all of the statewide

delegates. Otherwise, they are awarded proportionally to all candidates who

receive &gt;20% support.

108 awarded on a congressional district basis (3 per district)

o In each district, if a candidate wins &gt;50% of the vote, he wins all delegates from

the district.

o If at least one candidate receives &gt;20% (and no one &gt;50%), the candidate with

the plurality of votes receives 2 delegates and the next highest receives 1

delegate.

o Note: There are other rules that are unlikely to apply to this primary.

If a candidate notifies Texas that they have withdrawn after the primary

o “the proportion of delegates to which those presidential candidates had been

entitled are considered ‘lapsed’ and ‘uncommitted’ delegates are selected in

place of those candidates.”

o Uncommitted caused by withdrawal

 …The State GOP Convention shall elect qualified delegates and

alternatives as uncommitted delegates and alternatives in replacement of

the delegates and alternatives of such withdrawn…candidate”

o Definition: Uncommitted Delegate - “[Qualified Voters elected by the State

Convention] who reside in the district and who voted in the Republican

Presidential Primary and who sign a pledge declaring themselves uncommitted

at the time of their election as uncommitted district delegates…”

o MAJOR NOTE:

 “Withdrawal of a candidate shall be accomplished only by the candidate

filing a signed and acknowledged request to that effect with the Secretary

of the SREC”

 “Note that a withdrawal is only effective is [sic] a signed written

statement is filed with the Secretary of the Texas State Republican

Executive Committee. Candidates who have made public withdrawal

announcements but who have not officially withdrawn in Texas will have

their delegates allocated to them as if they had not withdrawn.”

 This means that if Ted or Marco were to publically drop out but not file

with Texas, they would still have delegates that had been allocated to

them for voting in a contested National Convention against Trump.



Resolution:



















In order for a Conservative to be nominated for the General, Trump must be limited to

the least amount of delegates possible.

Withdrawal of any conservative candidate after the primary is not likely to mean that

the delegates will vote for Trump at the National Convention because the withdrawn

candidate can retain his delegates if he does not file his withdrawal with the state of

Texas.

Ted Cruz is best positioned in Texas to take the most delegates from Donald Trump

given his polling in the state and his popularity with the populace. He is best positioned

to earn the most delegates and to take &gt;50% in each district. In fact, with the right

voting, Ted could earn all 47 “At-Large” delegates if he received &gt;50% of the total state

vote.

While Marco Rubio is a good candidate, a vote for Rubio would be less likely to reduce

the absolute delegate total for Trump out of Texas. A vote for Rubio would likely

increase the amount of delegates Trump earns relative to the effect of a vote for Cruz.

Example (assuming 3 top candidates): In a single congressional district:

o Vote (51% Cruz; 35% Trump, 14% Rubio)

 Delegates: 3 for Cruz, 0 for Trump, 0 Rubio

o Vote (41% Cruz; 35% Trump; 24% Rubio)

 Delegates: 2 Cruz, 1 Trump, 0 Rubio

o Vote (35% Trump; 33% Cruz; 32% Rubio

 Delegates: 2 Trump, 1 Cruz, 0 Rubio

o Rubio votes would likely boost Trump’s delegates without benefitting Rubio.



I will be casting a primary vote for Ted Cruz.

I would encourage you to join me.



Bonus: As a Christian, I am thankful that my hope is not in a politician but in Jesus Christ.

Christians, please consider this truth as you vote, and don’t let political opinion get in

the way of the Gospel.
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